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NOTE This report is submitted for the information of the recipient only.
The report is neither for public release nor transmittal to others; in
general the reports in this series will contain information obtained not
only from USNC-IGY activities but from the Navy and other nations. Courtesy
requires our respecting the prior rights of our sources with respect to
public dissemination of information given us for our private use. Accord-
ingly, contemplated further dissemination or publication interests should
be discussed with the USNC-IGY Secretariat.

I. U. S. OPERATIONS

Little America Station

On January 26 the icebreaker Edisto led the tanker Neapelen from McMurdo
Sound to Kainan Bay, where the bay ice had almost completely disintegrated in
heavy sea swells. The unloading of motor and aviation gasoline for storage at
Little America was accomplished by mooring the Edisto to the ice shelf to act
as a buffer for the thin-skinned tanker as the two ships rode the swell. The
Neapelen, which had received a 15-foot rupture on the starboard side and addition
al structural damage in the ice at McMurdo Sound, would have been unable to with-
stand buffeting against the shelf ice front.

The fuel was pumped from the tanker through 800 yards of fuel line to col-
lapsible 10,000-gallon tanks mounted on sleds. These tanks were hauled by trac-
tors to the station site three miles in from the ice edge. By January 28, 617.
of the fuel had been offloaded; on January 31, the Nep pe1en had delivered 100,00C
gallons of fuel to the station.

After the cargo vessel Arneb had finished offloading at Little America on
January 23, several hundred acres of matrie1 surrounded the growing station. A
check of the largely unsegregated cargo revealed the following accounting of IGY
shipments on January 29: Little America Station - aurora and airglow, 96%;
geomagnetism, 1007; meteorology, 937.; IGY general cargo, 767; Byrd Station -
aurora and airgiow, 92%; geomagnetism, 100%; ionospheric physics, 927.; meteorolog
937.; seismology, 1007.; IGY general cargo, 907.. ICY representatives report that
some of the shipments now unaccounted for are expected to turn up as the segrega-
tion of cargo progresses. They also report that some of the Little America suppi
remained aboard the cargo vessel Greenville Victory when she departed for McMurdo
Sound and has been located there. This cargo will be transported to Little Auteri
later this month. As soon as lists of missing items are drawn up, they will be
fotwarded by radio message.

Among the 13 buildings reported erected at the Little America Station on
January 28 are four barracks, two latrines (one with a darkroom), the mess hail,
the communications building, the powerhouse-shop, the meteorological and geomag-
netism office, the sick bay, the ionospheric physics and cosmic rays laboratory,
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and the aurora and airgiow building. The garage was under construction. Work
on the chicken-wire-and-burlap skin of the 30-foot wide main tunnel had begun.
The station is located on solid shelf ice, 600 to 800 feet thick, according to
Rev. Daniel Linehan, seismologist accompanying the expedition.

A post office has been established at Little America to serve the 140
working personnel.

On January 31, the Arneb, the Edisto, and the Nespelen departed from Kainan
Bay for McMurdo Sound. Last ships to call at Little America this season will
be the cargo vessel Wyandpt and the icebreaker Eastwind, which will make final
deliveries of cargo and mail in February.

McMurdo Station

Unloading at this site is still proceeding slowly by means of the shuttle
of icebreakers from cargo vessels to a supply dump four miles from the Air Opera-
tions Facility location. Tractor trains carry the znat4'riel to the station from
the supply dump. On January 26, according to Task Force 43 Supply Officer Lt.
Comdr. J. H. Fernald, the icebreakers Glacier and Eastwind had taken off 587.
(1,432 tons) of cargo from the Wyaridot and 357. (564 tons) from the Greenville
Victory. Included in these figures are 4,100 drums of diesel oil and the last
35-ton D-8 Caterpillar tractor. This latter item caused considerable difficulty
because of the limited cargo-handling facilities on the Glacier. No report has
yet been received on the status of IGY shipments of the Pole Station. Construc-
tion of the McMurdo Station is progressing steadily. In addition to the building
erected or under construction, the aviation gasoline storage tank is 757, complete
and the fuel line system has been started.

Surveys of the local area for a land runway to permit a longer air operation
season have been discouraging. Cape Armitage, Cape Royds, and Cape Barne s all on
Ross Island, and Black Island and White Island had been rejected as runway sites
on January 28. Dry Valley, forty miles west of Cape Royds across McMurdo Sound,
is currently under investigation.

Byrd Station Reconnaissance Party

On January 30 this trail-marking group had been halted for two days by a
whiteout. On January 31, Comdr. Herbert U. Whitney, commanding officer of the
SeaBee detachment at the Little America and McMurdo Stations, announced that the
two Sno-Cats, one Weasel, and nine sleds would be abandoned 200 miles short of
the Byrd Station site. The seven members of the party are to be flown by Otter
back to the Little America Station. The party was then 360 miles from Little
America and was expected to make another 40 miles before the end of the week.
Burned-out engines, which had required four days to repair, dictated the decision
Doubt was raised that the Byrd Station would be erected at the originally pro-
posed site, 80 0 S, 1200W.

The ultimate location of the Byrd Station will depend largely upon the suc-
cess of fuel-caching this season and air support available for the construction
season next year, according to Comdr. Whitney. On February 6 a heavy tractor
train with seven men, led by Warrant Officer Victor Young, is scheduled to leave
Little America over the route laid out by the reconnaissance party. This group
will transport materiel to support the construction of the Byrd Station next seaso
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Weddell and Knox Stations Reconnaissance

The locations for the proposed Weddell and Knox Stations, to be established
during Operation Deepfreeze U, 1956-57, are to be reconnoitered by the Glacier
following her departure from McMurdo Sound on February 29. It is expected that
the icebreaker's helicopters will be utilized for visual and photographic surveys
of the station areas. Landings may be made for closer examination of possible
sites. On March 15 the Glacier is scheduled to depart from the Weddell Sea area
for Montevideo, Uruguay.

Ship Operations

The announced schedule of ship movements following is subject to change
as conditions dictate:

Glacier, depart McMurdo February 2 for Lyttleton, N. Z.; tow YOG 70 (oil
barge) and carry mail, arrive McMurdo February 22; depart McMurdo February
for Montevideo, Uruguay, via Knox Coast and Weddell Sea.

Greenville Victory, depart McMurdo February 2, escorted by the Glacier, for
Lyttleton, N. 2., and home.

Edisto, depart McMurdo February 8; survey Cape Adare for station and auxil-
iary airstrip sites; continue to establish mapping control points and carry
out hydrographic projects; take on fuel, mail, and fish for penguins from
the Glacier February 22; proceed to Valparaiso, Chile, and home.

Arneb, depart McMurdo February 8, escorted by the Edisto until clear of ice;
proceed to Wellington, N. 2., and home.

Wyandot, depart McMurdo February 14 for Auckland, N • Z. and. home, via Littit
America,

Eastwind, depart McMurdo February 29 for Valparaiso, Chile, and home, via
Little America.

Nespelen, depart McMurdo February 29, escorted by the Glacier until clear
of ice, to Dunedin, N. Z.

II. OPERATIONS OF OTHER COUNTRIES

On January 28 three New Zealand observers with Task Force 43 completed a
135-mile reconnaissance for a site for the New Zealand ICY-Commonwealth Antarctic
Traverse Expedition station and a route from McMurdo Sound onto the polar plateau
The trio will recommend that the Scott Station be located at New Harbour at the
foot of the mountains forming the south wall of Ferrar Glacier. This site, pre-
sumably in the vicinity of Butter Point, is forty miles west across the sound frcr
the U. S. McMurdo Station at Hut Point. The New Zealanders found Ferrar Glacier
impracticable for the use of dog teams. They now believe that dogs, sleds, and
gear will have to be flown to the plateau next season by their two light planes
before the cache-laying trek toward the South Pole can begin.

At the other end of the trans-Antarctic route, the Theron reached the Weddel
Sea coast 25 miles west of Duke Ernst Bay. Dr. V. E. Fuchs, leader of the expedi
tion, announced the establishment of the Shackleton post office at 30 minutes pas
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midnight on January 30. The station will be erected on shelf ice 115 feet thick
about 35 miles from the Argentine General Be].grano Station. Three hundred tons
of supplies must be unloaded before the Theron may depart, leaving a wintering-
over party of 17 man.

Another British expeditionary group was due to leave Deception Island on
the 500-ton Danish motor vessel Oluf Sven for an aerial mapping and photo recon-
naissance operation under the auspices of the Falkland Islands Dependencies
Survey. Helicopters carried by the vessel will be used by the 46-man expedition
to conduct the survey.

The Soviet expedition to the Queen Mary Coast ii experiencing difficulty
similar to that faced by the U. S. ships at Little America, according to a report
on January 31. The ice near the shore keeps breaking up as the Ob attempts to
unload. The Lena, seeking a better mooring, is stopping frequently in the ice
and unloading as she goes. Meantime the Mirny Station is under construction
ashore. Mr. P. G. Law, Director of the Antarctic Division, Australian Department
of External Affairs, visited Mirny recently, according to a late report.

The Japanese have announced the name of the vice-leader of their Antarctic
program, Dr. Z. Nishibori, and new details of their future operations. The 2,20G
ton Soya will leave Japan in November, 1956 with 40 men to staff a station for a
month from the middle of January, 1957. The chief objective of this preliminary
expedition will be to establish a main station on the Prince Harald Coast, with
all personnel returning to Japan by the end of March, 1957, Preliminary data
will be gathered in meteorology, geomagnetism, ionospheric physics, cosmic rays,
aurorae, seismology, geology, glaciology (including ice physics), and geography.

The main expedition will leave Japan on the Soya in November, 1957 with 30
men to winter-over until February, 1959. This staff will perform IGY observation
including meteorology, geomagnetism, ionospheric physics, cosmic rays, aurorae,
and seismology. About 20 others on the expedition will do work in the summer
season in geology, geography, and oceanography.
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